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	Sams Teach Yourself Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 in 24 Hours, 9780672327537 (0672327538), Sams Publishing, 2005
Learn how to fully exploit the power of Macromedia  Dreamweaver 8 with Sams Teach Yourself Macromedia  Dreamweaver 8 in 24 Hours. Divided into 24 one-hour  lessons, you will learn how to create webpages and how to use the  latest and greatest toolset in this updated version of Macromedia  Dreamweaver. Author Besty Bruce, a web applications  developer and Macromedia-authorized Dreamweaver and Authorware  Trainer, will show you how to build your knowledge of Macromedia  Dreamweaver 8 and authoring websites with her carefully guided  instruction. You will focus on how to use Macromedia Dreamweaver 8   to:

	
    Quickly build a dynamic website.

    
	
    Employ client-side image maps and interactive forms.

    
	
    Design a layout with frames and tables.

    
	
    Add interactivity with scripts and controls.

    
	
    Add audio, video, and other active content.

    


Sams Teach Yourself Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 in 24  Hours

is fully updated to the newest version of Macromedia Dreamweaver  8, providing you with a comprehensive, up-to-date learning and  reference tool.
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Introduction to Compiler Design (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	In order to reduce the complexity of designing and building computers, nearly all
	of these are made to execute relatively simple commands (but do so very quickly).
	A program for a computer must be built by combining these very simple commands
	into a program in what is called machine language. Since this is a tedious and errorprone...


		

The Effects of Estrogen on Brain FunctionThe Johns Hopkins University, 2006

	This timely volume reviews current data on the effects of estrogen on the central nervous system, highlighting clinical aspects of this topic. Experts from the fields of psychiatry, pharmacology, neurology, and geriatrics collaborate to clarify the known risks and benefits of hormone therapy and explore questions that remain to be...


		

Inside the Minds: The Art of AdvertisingAspatore Books, 2003
The different niches represented and the various perspectives presented in this text enable readers to really get inside the great minds of advertising and glean practical advice, as advertising CEOs go back to basics.

Inside the Minds: The Art of Advertising is the most authoritative book ever written on...




	

Marketing Theory: A Student TextSage Publications, 2010

	As a relatively young, applied discipline, one major challenge for marketing has been to build its own distinct body of theory. One problem for teachers of the subject is that many students find books on marketing theory dense and difficult to follow. Most are written for academics and researchers, not for undergraduates and taught...


		

WiMAX: Technology for Broadband Wireless AccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
WiMAX Broadband Wireless Access Technology based on the IEEE 802.16 standard is at the origin of great promises for many different markets covering fixed wireless Internet Access, Backhauling and Mobile cellular networks. WiMAX technology is designed for the transmission of multimedia services (voice, Internet, email, games and others) at high...


		

The Concept of CapitalismSpringer, 2009
A single system of economic governance – capitalism – prevails in the world today, both in theory and in practice. Yet there is neither a standard definition of capitalism nor a theory of how it works. Moreover, the most common conception of capitalism is that of a one-level system governed by markets, i.e., supply and demand, where...
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